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Golden in Death
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER (February 2019) Lieutenant Eve Dallas fights to
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the innocent—and
serve justice to the guilty—on the streets of New York in
Connections in Death, the gritty and gripping new In Death novel from #1 New
York Times bestselling author J.D. Robb. Homicide cop Eve Dallas and her
billionaire husband, Roarke, are building a brand-new school and youth shelter.
They know that the hard life can lead kids toward dangerous crossroads—and with
this new project, they hope to nudge a few more of them onto the right path. For
expert help, they hire child psychologist Dr. Rochelle Pickering—whose own
brother pulled himself out of a spiral of addiction and crime with Rochelle’s
support. Lyle is living with Rochelle while he gets his life together, and he’s thrilled
to hear about his sister’s new job offer. But within hours, triumph is followed by
tragedy. Returning from a celebratory dinner with her boyfriend, she finds Lyle
dead with a syringe in his lap, and Eve’s investigation confirms that this wasn’t just
another OD. After all his work to get clean, Lyle’s been pumped full of poison—and
a neighbor with a peephole reports seeing a scruffy, pink-haired girl fleeing the
scene. Now Eve and Roarke must venture into the gang territory where Lyle used
to run, and the ugly underground world of tattoo parlors and strip joints where
everyone has taken a wrong turn somewhere. They both believe in giving people a
second chance. Maybe even a third or fourth. But as far as they’re concerned,
whoever gave the order on Lyle Pickering’s murder has run out of chances

Origin in Death
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Lieutenant
Eve Dallas must keep the predator from becoming the prey in Vendetta
in Death, the newest thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling author J.D.
Robb. She calls herself Lady Justice. And once she has chosen a man as her target,
she turns herself into a tall blonde or a curvaceous redhead, makes herself as
alluring and seductive as possible to them. Once they are in her grasp, they are
powerless. The first victim is wealthy businessman Nigel McEnroy. His company’s
human resources department has already paid out settlements to a couple of his
young victims—but they don’t know that his crimes go far beyond workplace
harassment. Lady Justice knows. And in one shocking night of brutality, she makes
him pay a much steeper price. Now Eve Dallas and her husband, Roarke, are
combing through the evidence of McEnroy’s secret life. His compulsive need to
record his misdeeds provides them with a wide range of suspects, but the true
identity of Lady Justice remains elusive. It’s a challenging case, made even more
difficult by McEnroy’s widow, who reacts to the investigation with fury, denial, and
threats. Meanwhile, Lady Justice’s criminal crusade is escalating rapidly, and if Eve
can’t stop this vigilante, there’s no telling how much blood may be spilled

Apprentice in Death
When one of his trusted employees, with whom he had been working on a secret
government project, becomes the prime suspect in a double homicide, Irish
billionaire Roarke enlists the assistance of Lieutenant Eve Dallas to uncover the
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truth.
Reprint.
Visions in Death
Kriminalroman. Da en politimorder går amok i en klub ved navn Purgatory,
beslutter New York detektiven Eve Dallas sig for at blande sig.

Connections in Death
New York Lieutenant Eve Dallas is up against a hit-man for the elite, whose next
target may be her own husband, Roarke.

Interlude in Death
"THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES The chilling new suspense novel
from the author of Brotherhood in Death. After a party in New York, Lieutenant Eve
Dallas rides home with her billionaire husband, Roarke, happy to be done with
cocktails and small talk. After another party, not far away, a woman retires to her
bedroom with her husband--and walks into a brutal nightmare. Their paths are
about to collide When the young woman--dazed, naked, and bloody--wanders in
front of their car, Roarke slams on the brakes just in time, and Eve, still in glittering
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heels, springs into action. It's been a long night for the tired homicide
cop, and it's far from over. Daphne Strazza is rushed to the ER, but it's too late for
Dr. Anthony Strazza. A brilliant orthopedic surgeon, he now lies dead amid the
wreckage of his obsessively organized town house, his three safes opened and
emptied. Daphne would be a valuable witness, but in her terror and shock the only
description of the perp she can offer is repeatedly calling him "the devil" While it
emerges that Dr. Strazza was cold, controlling, and widely disliked--and that he
treated Daphne like a trophy wife--this is one case where the evidence doesn't
point to the spouse as the first suspect. So Eve and her team must get started on
the legwork, interviewing everyone from dinner-party guests to professional
colleagues to caterers, in a desperate race to answer some crucial questions: What
does the devil look like? And where will he show up next?"--

J.D. Robb THE IN DEATH COLLECTION
Eve Dallas is a strong female lead: a cop who believes in the valour of protect and
serve - and kicks ass doing it

Purity in Death
Narrates the case of a serial killer preying on the employees of an elite New York
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Three in Death
In Lieutenant Eve Dallas's latest case, two murder victims have one
connection--Eve's lover, Roarke.

Obsession in Death
'What would cause someone to want so many people, surely many of them
strangers, to slaughter each other?' The scene that greets Lieutenant Eve Dallas
one terrible evening in New York is more shocking than she has ever witnessed.
The downtown bar is strewn with bodies - office workers who have been sliced,
bludgeoned or hacked to death with the nearest weapon available, turning on each
other in a desperate blinding rage. As Eve and her husband Roarke - who owns the
bar among his many properties - investigate the city, they link the attacks back to
the Urban Wars and the chemical warfare used all those years ago. With another
slaughter imminent, Eve must turn to unexpected sources to stop a killer pursuing
revenge by creating mass carnage . . .

Immortal in Death
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in the #1 New York Times bestselling phenomenon, Eve Dallas tracks
down those who break the law—including the ones sworn to uphold it. Detective
Eve Dallas and her partner, Peabody, are following up on a senseless crime—an
elderly grocery owner killed by three stoned punks for nothing more than kicks and
snacks. This is Peabody’s first case as primary detective—good thing she learned
from the master. But soon Peabody stumbles upon a trickier situation. After a hard
workout, she’s all alone in the locker room when the gym door clatters open,
and—while hiding inside a shower stall trying not to make a sound—she overhears
two fellow officers arguing. It doesn’t take long to realize they’re both
crooked—guilty not just of corruption but of murder. Now Peabody, Eve, and Eve’s
husband, Roarke, are trying to get the hard evidence they need to bring down the
dirty cops—knowing all the while that the two are willing to kill to keep their secret.
From the Paperback edition.

Faithless in Death
In the new novel in the #1 New York Times-bestselling series, Lt. Eve Dallas is
about to walk into the shadows of her husband’s dangerous past While Eve
examines a fresh body in Washington Square Park, her husband, Roarke, spots a
man among the onlookers he’s known since his younger days on the streets of
Dublin. A man who claims to be his half brother. A man who kills for a living—and
who burns with hatred for him. Eve is quick to suspect that the victim’s
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have happily paid an assassin to do his dirty work. Roarke is just as quick to warn
her that if Lorcan Cobbe is the hitman, she needs to be careful. Law enforcement
agencies worldwide have pursued this cold-hearted killer for years, to no avail. And
his lazy smirk when he looked Roarke’s way indicates that he will target anyone
who matters to Roarkeand is confident he’ll get away with it. Eve is desperate to
protect Roarke. Roarke is desperate to protect Eve. And together, they’re
determined to find Cobbe before he finds them—even if it takes them across the
Atlantic, far outside Eve’s usual jurisdiction

Portrait in Death
Lieutenant Eve Dallas returns in Dark in Death, by J.D. Robb, the #1 New York
Times bestselling master of suspense, and takes on a case of death imitating art It
was a stab in the dark. On a chilly February night, during a screening of Psycho in
midtown, someone sunk an ice pick into the back of Chanel Rylan’s neck, then
disappeared quietly into the crowds of drunks and tourists in Times Square. To
Chanel’s best friend, who had just slipped out of the theater for a moment to take
a call, it felt as unreal as the ancient black-and-white movie up on the screen. But
Chanel’s blood ran red, and her death was anything but fictional. Then, as Eve
Dallas puzzles over a homicide that seems carefully planned and yet oddly
personal, she receives a tip from an unexpected source: an author of police
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recognizes the crime—from the pages of her own book. Dallas doesn’t
think it’s coincidence, since a recent strangulation of a sex worker resembles a
scene from her writing as well. Cops look for patterns of behavior: similar weapons,
similar MOs. But this killer seems to find inspiration in someone else’s imagination,
and if the theory holds, this may be only the second of a long-running series. The
good news is that Eve and her billionaire husband Roarke have an excuse to curl
up in front of the fireplace with their cat, Galahad, reading mystery stories for
research. The bad news is that time is running out before the next victim plays an
unwitting role in a murderer’s deranged private drama—and only Eve can put a
stop to a creative impulse gone horribly, destructively wrong. From the author of
Echoes in Death, this is the latest of the edgy, phenomenally popular police
procedurals that Publishers Weekly calls “inventive, entertaining, and clever.”

Delusion in Death
Lieutenant Eve Dallas investigates a brutal crime that plunges her into the art
world, where nothing is what it seems.

Shadows in Death
When her husband discovers evidence of 12 murders while demolishing a former
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shelter for troubled teens, Lieutenant Eve Dallas tracks down the stories
of each victim only to realize that they are connected by someone Eve knows. By
the best-selling author of the In Death series.

Forgotten In Death: An Eve Dallas thriller (In Death 53)
Eve Dallas must face the impossible: someone has unleashed a computer virus
that may be able to spread from machine to man.

Ceremony in Death
New York detective Eve Dallas searches for the bomber who threatens to make his
destruction personal

Vendetta in Death
When a cosmetic surgeon is killed in his office with tidy precision, Detective Eve
Dallas must track down the cold-blooded killer, who may be one of the doctor's
beautiful female patients. Reprint.

Seduction in Death
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A top model is dead--and the suspect is none other than Eve Dallas's best friend.

Glory in Death
Investigating a Central Park sniper attack that has left three dead, Eve Dallas
discovers that the killer was potentially miles away from the victims and may be
the protégé of an even more deranged shooter.

Holiday in Death
From the start, J. D. Robb's In Death series hooked readers with suspense, passion,
thrills, and a “tough-as-nails” (The Associated Press) heroine. Now, Lieutenant Eve
Dallas takes on Manhattan's criminal element in this collection that includes books
11-15 in the #1 New York Times bestselling series JUDGMENT IN DEATH BETRAYAL
IN DEATH SEDUCTION IN DEATH REUNION IN DEATH PURITY IN DEATH

Strangers in Death
At the star-studded party celebrating the premiere of a movie based on one of her
cases, Lieutenant Eve Dallas discovers the actress who played Peabody drowned in
the lap pool and investigates. Reprint.
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Fantasy in Death
Lieutenant Eve Dallas walks the thin line between love and hate in the 40th In
Death thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author J. D. Robb… Eve Dallas
has solved a lot of high-profile murders for the NYPSD and gotten a lot of media.
She—and her husband Roarke—are getting accustomed to being objects of
attention, of gossip, of speculation. But now Eve has become the object of one
person’s obsession. Someone who finds her extraordinary, and thinks about her
every hour of every day. Who believes the two of them have a special relationship.
Who would kill for her—again and again… With a murderer reading meanings into
her every move, handling this case will be a delicate—and
dangerous—psychological dance. And Eve knows that underneath the worship and
admiration, a terrible threat lies in wait. Because the beautiful lieutenant is not at
all grateful for these bloody offerings from her “true and loyal friend.” And in time,
idols always fall… From the Paperback edition.

Dark in Death
In this thrilling novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling In Death series,
Lieutenant Eve Dallas finds herself in the middle of a conspiracy when she
investigates the disappearance of a former U.S. Senator. Just as Dennis Mira is
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belonged to their grandfather, he gets a shock: Edward is in front of him, bruised
and bloodyand then everything goes black. When Dennis comes to, Edward is
gone. Luckily Dennis’s wife is a top profiler for the NYPSD—and a close colleague of
Lieutenant Eve Dallas. Now Eve is determined to uncover the secrets of Edward
Mira and learn what enemies he may have made in his long career as a lawyer,
judge, and senator. A badge and a billionaire husband can get you access to places
others can’t go, and Eve intends to shine some light on the dirty deals and dark
motives behind the disappearance of a powerful man, the family discord over a
multimillion-dollar piece of real estateand a new case that no one saw coming.
From the Paperback edition.

Loyalty in Death
Each murder victim died with a smile on their face. The only one who isn't grinning
is Police Lieutenant Eve Dallas-because she's got to find out why.

Festive in Death
Investigating the death of a fellow officer, Eve Dallas receives a personal warning
when a dead body is placed outside her home, and her subsequent experiences
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question her beliefs about right and wrong. Reissue.
Celebrity in Death
The summer had been long hot and bloody. Fall, with its cooler temperatures was
coming. Maybe people wouldn't be as inclined to kill each other. But she doubted
it.' Eve Dallas' latest homicide case is a particularly vicious one. A young mother,
Elisa Maplewood, is found raped and strangled in the park, her body naked but for
what appears to be a red ribbon tied around her neck. As Eve starts investigating
Elisa's friends and relations, an offer of help comes from an unlikely source. The
only reason Eve agrees to meet with psychic Celina Sanchez is that she is a friend
of a friend. But Celina claims to have experienced visions of the killer and can
recite precise details of the case - details that the police have kept to themselves.
She is also no glory-hunter - she doesn't want her name released to the media.
Haunted by the visions of death that she sees, all she wants to do is help Eve catch
the criminal so that she is left in peace. Though Eve remains sceptical of Celina's
abilities, she serves the greater good, and she will use all the resources she can to
track down the killer before he strikes again.

Concealed in Death
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novellas starring Lieutenant Eve Dallas, in which she must attend an
off-planet police conference, put an escaped serial killer back in prison, and solve
an eighty-five-year-old murder.

Brotherhood in Death
In the latest thriller in the #1 New York Times bestselling series, homicide
detective Eve Dallas investigates a murder with a mysterious motive—and a
terrifying weapon. Pediatrician Kent Abner received the package on a beautiful
April morning. Inside was a cheap trinket, a golden egg that could be opened into
two halves. When he pried it apart, highly toxic airborne fumes entered his
body—and killed him. After Eve Dallas calls the hazmat team—and undergoes
testing to reassure both her and her husband that she hasn’t been exposed—it’s
time to look into Dr. Abner’s past and relationships. Not every victim Eve
encounters is an angel, but it seems that Abner came pretty close—though he did
ruffle some feathers over the years by taking stands for the weak and defenseless.
While the lab tries to identify the deadly toxin, Eve hunts for the sender. But when
someone else dies in the same grisly manner, it becomes clear that she’s dealing
with either a madman—or someone who has a hidden and elusive connection to
both victims. "The 50th book proves this series truly is the gold standard.” —
Associated Press
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Innocent in Death
Eve Dallas deals with a homicide—and the holiday season—in this thrilling In Death
novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author J. D. Robb. Personal trainer Trey
Ziegler was in peak physical condition. If you didn’t count the kitchen knife in his
well-toned chest. Lieutenant Eve Dallas soon discovers a lineup of women who
were loved and left by the narcissistic gym rat. While Dallas sorts through the list
of Ziegler’s enemies, she’s also dealing with her Christmas shopping list—plus the
guest list for her and her billionaire husband’s upcoming holiday bash. Feeling less
than festive, Dallas tries to put aside her distaste for the victim and solve the
mystery of his death. There are just a few investigating days left before Christmas,
and as New Year’s 2061 approaches, this homicide cop is resolved to stop a coldblooded killer.

Treachery in Death
Investigating the baffling murder case of an ordinary and much-loved private
school teacher, New York City lieutenant Eve Dallas struggles to identify who may
have wanted the death of an innocent man.

Born in Death
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in the #1 New York Times bestselling In Death series, it's game over
for the criminals who cross Lieutenant Eve Dallas as she investigates the murder of
a virtual reality wunderkind. Bart Minnock, founder of the computer gaming giant UPlay, is found in his locked private playroom, in a pool of blood, his head separated
from his body. Despite his violent end, Eve can’t find anyone—girlfriend and
business partners included—who seemed to have a problem with the enthusiastic,
high-spirited millionaire. Of course gaming, like any business, has its fierce rivalries
and dirty tricks—as Eve’s husband, Roarke, one of U-Play’s competitors, knows
well. But Minnock was not naïve, and he knew how to fight back in the real world
as well as the virtual one. Eve and her team are about to enter the next level of
police work, in a world where fantasy is the ultimate seduction—and the price of
defeat is death

Divided in Death
Sent off planet to attend a seminar at a large law enforcement conference to be
held at a posh resort owned by her husband Roarke, Lieutenant Eve Dallas finds
her sojourn interrupted by murder, a case complicated by her personal history with
the victim--and Roarke's with the killer. Original.

Rapture in Death
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of a prominent businessman in 2060 New York prompts Lieutenant Eve
Dallas to seek assistance from her billionaire husband, an investigation that proves
complicated when clues suggest that the killer had been known by the victim's
family.

Naked in Death
Summer is drawing to a violent close when a killer makes his debut with the
mutilation of a prostitute. His calling card: a personal note to Lieutenant Eve
Dallas.

Betrayal in Death
As Lieutenant Eve Dallas tracks a seductive and ruthless killer through the streets
of twenty-first-century New York, she must also face brutal memories from her
childhood.

Echoes in Death
When a pair of young lovers, employees of a prestigious accounting firm, are
brutally murdered, mid-twenty-first-century lieutenant Eve Dallas finds the case
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by the suspicious disappearance of a pregnant woman. By the author
of Memory in Death. 500,000 first printing.

Loyalty in Death
Eve Dallas, a New York police lieutenant, is in over her head when she breaks the
rules and falls in love with a suspect in her most recent case. Reissue.

Imitation in Death
In this novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling series known for its tantalizing
blend of romance, suspense, and futuristic police procedural, New York cop Eve
Dallas faces her most ingenious foe: a “secret admirer” who taunts her with
letters…and kills without mercy. An unknown bomber is stalking New York City. He
is sending Eve Dallas taunting letters promising to wreak mass terror and
destruction among the “corrupt masses.” And when his cruel web of deceit and
destruction threatens those she cares for most, Eve fights back. It’s her cityit’s her
joband it’s hitting too close to home. Now, in a race against a ticking clock, Eve
must make the pieces fit—before the city falls.

Judgment in Death
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Eve Dallas police thriller from #1 New York Times-bestselling author J.
D. Robb, what looked like a lover’s quarrel turned fatal has larger—and more
terrifying—motives behind it The scene in the West Village studio appears to be
classic crime-of-passion: two wineglasses by the bed, music playing, and a young
sculptor named Ariel Byrd with the back of her head bashed in. But when Dallas
tracks down the wealthy Upper East Side woman who called 911, the details don’t
add up. Gwen Huffman is wealthy, elegant, comforted by her handsome fiancé as
she sheds tears over the trauma of finding the body—but why did it take an hour to
report it? And why is she lying about little things? As Eve and her team look into
Gwen, her past, and the people around her, they find that the lies are about more
than murder. As with sculpture, they need to chip away at the layers of deception
to find the shape within—and soon they’re getting the FBI involved in a case that
involves a sinister, fanatical group and a stunning criminal conspiracy.
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